Off the Beaten Track
“We’re b-gg-red”
Ken’s verdict on the likely fate of our hire car.
It was perched with wheels spinning and one wheel definitely off the already collapsed concrete
bridge. We were miles and miles from anywhere on tracks that are “not always navigable by two
wheel drive vehicles” to quote the Morocco Anti-Atlas (North) guide.
This was our annual Morocco trip to the trad climbing Mecca of the Anti-Atlas. The original climbing
started on the South side based in Tafraoute, but we were on the less developed North side based at
the Kasbah (see picture below).

We’d set off confidently from our base at the Kasbah near Ignaougdinif to expore the Samazar valley
– a new area for us. We had hot new route info from Emma Alsford (Pembroke stalwart) and were
keen to see what the place had to offer.
On the main tarmacked road we ignored a track to the right as it couldn’t possibly be down there.
But of course it was. I got used to the decent ground clearance we had and settled into the nerveracking rhythm you need to cope on this terrain. About two miles in, a rare local suggested with
very clear hand signals that we should turn round. But we were made of sterner stuff. Three further
tortuous miles on we squeezed past a lorry going the other way and just after that we discovered
why we ought to have turned round. The road was being improved in quite a major way. We turned
round with difficulty.

Why we should have
turned round!

We discussed what to do and decided to have a go from the other end which meant a major drive
over several passes via Tanalt. In Tanalt we had to work our way round more road improvements
and through the crowded street market but finally found the road up into the hills. At one point we
had a choice – the normal dirt track or a concreted road built with the help of the Japanese. We took
the latter. Wrong decision! The concrete ran out at the col and thereafter we descended on the
worst track imaginable with downhill hairpins and little sign of any recent traffic. We did hit a small
village low down which a truck had managed to reach but below that the road looked untravelled
judging by the vegetation we had to clear away. Shortly after that, a collapsed bridge over a culvert
appeared. It looked ok on the right, but I misjudged it a bit and ended up stranded with one wheel
in thin air.

Woops!

After some initial panic, a calmer assessment suggested that if we built a supportive column of stone
up under the rear wheel we ought to be able to reverse out. We couldn’t afford any settlement as
the car body was only a centimetre or so clear of the concrete. Half an hour later, we had our
column built. I nervously gunned it up and with a huge sigh of relief got clear with no damage.
Then I took the bridge a bit further to the left!
By the time we’d rejoined the valley road and found where the climbs were it was getting on a bit.
We did a fairly non-descript Severe on the East side of the Great Rock (which didn’t really merit its
three stars) but which was pleasant enough. Scrambling and one abseil got us back to the ground.
Seriously unpleasant bushwacking through nasty brambles got us to the foot of the climb and then
towards the path out. Over on my right there was a bit of a kerfuffle from the other two. Ken had
got his foot caught in a gin trap (fortunately designed for rabbits rather than anything bigger). John
released him and luckily he had only superficial bruising.
We set off up the Salazar hairpins, back over to Tanalt as night fell and then more hairpins back over
to our valley. We were home at 8.30 and our hosts were beginning to get concerned. We hadn’t
even taken their phone number with us and they didn’t have ours!!
We decided not to do the long drive again but to leave the Salazar valley for another year.

After breakfast on the terrace in glorious sunshine, we decided to walk 40 minutes or so into the
relatively newly developed Alabama Buttress. Here we did a lovely Hard Severe (Alabama Buttress)
and an equally good VS (Sweet Home Alabama) both three pitches on immaculate rock.

Ken Goodman leads
Alabama Buttress HS

Malcolm Phelps leads
Sweet Home Alabama VS

Having finished well before dark this time, we watched the sunset sipping some of the beer we’d
bought in Agadir before getting down on time for our evening meal.
Next day we went up to a crag we’d visited the previous year – Adrar Iffran. Our objective was an
attractive looking HVS - Goldrush. John led confidently up the first easy pitch and Ken took the
second. There was a tough (for 4b) crack just above the stance but he was soon up and John led up
towards the overhangs which would provide the crux at 5a. I bridged up the notch below the
overhang unsure whether to go right or left. It soon unfolded to the left with good gear and good
holds leading up a steep crack to a comfortable stance (but awkward gear for the belay). Ken and
John came up easily enough, John led out to the top and we wandered off for the long descent
through substantial clumps of miniature daffodils.

John Dennis on
pitch 1 and
Malcolm Phelps on
pitch 4 of Goldrush
HVS

Miniature daffs on the
Summit of Adrar Iffan

Adrar Iffran
Goldrush goes up
the clean rock right
of the left arete

Me, Ken and John
on top

Our objective the next day was a cliff further away but in the same general line, so we cunningly
stashed our gear high up and descended nonchalantly for our evening beer before heading for
Malika’s home cooking.
That next day it was my birthday, still with wall to wall blue sky. With a later start to give the sun a
chance to come round to our cliff, we wandered up unencumbered by heavy sacks and had a really
pleasant day doing a three star V Diff on Adrar Asmit – Wild Country. Really steep in places, but with
great holds and a good natural line this was a delight from start to finish. The crux black dike was
perhaps a bit stiff for the grade and we thought the average V Diff leader might struggle a bit. On
the other hand, John led it really well……..!

John takes on the Black
Dike pitch of Wild Country

The sun was still shining on our next outing which was the big one for the week. Event Horizon gets
the 4 star verdict from Steve Broadbent in the guidebook. Would it live up expectations? An hour’s
walk in to the 5th Tower of Adrar Umlil found us at the foot of the gloomy looking gulley start. Ken
set off. It was intimidating even at a relatively easy grade. Awkward climbing out of the gulley to
the right led to a stance where the main event was obvious. I just had to step across the gully and
then climb the spectacular prow at 5a to belay out of sight round the corner. The step across proved
to be the crux with little gear but once established on the prow it was a fantastic steep pitch with
good gear and a nice, comfy, solid belay at the end.

The crux pitch
of Event Horizon HVS

The others followed, suitably impressed and offered me the next pitch. The first part was easy
enough but the meat of it was a crack up the side of a large white flake. I tried to minimise gear to
let the rope run and then belly flopped over the first crux – low style marks but well out of sight of
the others! Tough for 4c. The next crux I turned on the left before jugs led up right to a good stance.
Neither Ken nor John were keen to leap into the breach for pitch 4. They regretted it because it
turned out to be straightforward but beautifully steep climbing over several little overhangs with
good gear. John was not to be denied for the final pitch. It looked like a horror show of a steep wide
crack but it turned out to be very pleasant 4b to the top. A really great classic outing with bold
route-finding for the first ascensionists. It certainly merited three stars and perhaps even the 4 that
Broadbent favours.

John tackles the final pitch
Of Event Horizon

On our final day we saw some other climbers (shock, horror). They had driven round from Tafraoute
to Lower Eagle crag to do a climb we’d done a couple of years before. Our target was another long
easy climb called Donkey Serenades – and we did get the serenade from the hamlet below. After a
bit of uncertainty at the start we romped up the first three pitches which were very pleasant. After
that, it wandered off to the left with the standard falling steadily to about Diff. A nice outing but a
bit disappointing for our final day.

Donkey Serenades climbs right of
centre towards the big shadow and
then up left to finish just left of
centre

Still plenty to go out for another year and we spotted lots of potential new routes. Must try some
next time!

Malcolm Phelps
(with John Dennis and Ken Goodman)
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